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Financial Highlights
2000

1999

1,881.7

1,336.8

77.2

50.0

125.0

233.5

56.4

9.5

Operating income

164.4

23.0

Loans and advances to customers

883.0

366.0

Customer accounts

848.2

553.0

Return on average total assets

4.8%

4.4%

33.1%

98.1%

24.6

96.8

19.7%

41.5%

2.8%

26.5%

Related party deposits

57.0

194.0

Related party deposits
as a % of total customer accounts

6.7%

35.1%

(Exchange rate 1 US$ =
Russian roubles at year end)

28.16

27.00

Total assets
Net profit
Shareholders’ equity
Share capital
(including share premium)

Return on equity at start of period
Related party loans
Related party loans
as a % of total shareholders’ equity
Related party loans
as a % of loans and advances
to customers

US $ million
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Chairmen’s Statement
We had good reason to be proud as Alfa Bank celebrated its

“Good reason

10th anniversary in 2000. In just 10 years we have developed

to be proud

into one of Russia's largest financial institutions with an inter-

as Alfa Bank

national reputation for innovation, stability and dependability.
We celebrated our anniversary year with record profits. To

celebrates its 10 th

what do we owe this success?

anniversary”

Above all to our client base, which now totals more than
30,000, representing all spheres of economic activity across
Russia's vast regions. Through loans and credits to our clients,
we are investing more than US $1 billion in the national
economy.
In 2000 we considerably extended our network, both in
Russia and abroad.
We opened five new banking offices in Moscow, and 16 new
branches in the regions. We also acquired a subsidiary bank in
Ukraine. Alfa Bank now has 64 outlets in Russia and CIS countries. Financial services bearing Alfa Bank's name are available
from Vladivostok to Kaliningrad, as well as in Kazakhstan and
Ukraine.
Going into 2001, we expanded our international presence
by opening a NASD licensed brokerage arm, Alfa Capital
Markets, in New York to complement the SFA regulated Alfa
Securities in London. In early 2001 we also acquired

Mikhail Fridman

Amsterdam Trade Bank in the Netherlands, which gives us a

Chairman of the Board

full banking licence in the European Union.

of Alfa Bank.

We strengthened our business and the way we conduct it by
Leonard Vid

introducing more efficient systems to monitor and evaluate trans-

Chairman of the Executive Board–
responsible for the Bank's

actions, analyse client needs and track the activities of counter

administrative and legal divisions.

parties. We implemented a sophisticated new risk management

Chairman of the Credit and

system. As a consequence, we have improved the quality of the

Interest committees. Represents
the Bank in the federal
government and the Central Bank.
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Bank's credit portfolio. We also drew up a plan to expand business
through new banking and information technologies.
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We added a new arm to the banking business by setting up
an Insurance Division, comprising the companies Alfa
Guaranties and Ostra-Kiev, to market insurance products
through Alfa Bank's branch network.
The Bank also opened a new Precious Metals Division,
which quickly proved profitable.
Our investment banking and corporate finance teams had a
successful 2000. Alfa Bank combines powerful in-house
research and analytical capability with a growing international
client base as well as a strong local network in Russia and the
CIS. Bringing together these resources and contacts, our specialists successfully concluded a number of ground-breaking
and innovative deals.
It is gratifying to note the high level of trust in Alfa Bank on
the part of international partners. This trust strengthened in
particular as a result of the Bank's conduct during the 1998
financial crisis and has gained momentum since, with new
credit lines and increased co-operation with foreign banks and
companies. In November 2000, Alfa Bank organised the first
post-crisis inter-bank credit that also became, coincidentally,
the first such type of deal in the history of relations between
Russia and Croatia. A number of similar deals are in the pipeline
as most credit export agencies are now pleased to do business
with Alfa Bank.
Indeed the year 2000 was a landmark for Alfa Bank in the
international financial markets; the Bank fully repaid all its
outstanding Eurobond obligations during the year. As a result
Alfa Bank's ratings were raised by all three of the large credit
rating agencies — Moody's, Standard & Poor's and Fitch IBCA.
These are the highest ratings for a private financial institution
in Russia.
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Alfa Bank continued to win accolades in the financial media
in 2000. For the fourth consecutive year Central European
named Alfa Bank “Best Bank in Russia” and Global Finance conferred broadly the same title on the Bank for the second year in
a row. In 2000, Alfa Bank was also “Highly Commended” by
Euromoney for its management and strategy.
There were many other important developments in the millennium year — growth in our securities trading operations,
expansion of the banking card business, introduction of new
Internet projects, extension of the use of Alfa Bank promissory
notes — but the over-riding message is that, at 10 years old, we
are a well run modern bank poised for further growth.
On behalf of the management of Alfa Bank, we wish to
express our sincere gratitude to all our clients and business
partners. We would also like to extend our thanks to all our
employees for their professionalism and dedication and for
the daily efforts they make to strengthen the name and
business reputation of Alfa Bank both inside Russia and
internationally.

Mikhail Fridman
Chairman of the Board of Alfa Bank

Leonard Vid
Chairman of the Executive Board
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Peter Aven
President of Alfa Bank.

Alex Knaster
Chief Executive Officer
of Alfa Bank – general
management of the Bank.

Ildar Karimov Deputy Chairman of
the Executive Board – responsible
for financial management and
accounting functions.
Andrei Kalmikov Deputy Chairman
of the Executive Board – responsible
for co-ordinating programmes and
projects with the Russian Cabinet
and Duma.
Oleg Sysuev First Deputy Chairman
of the Board – responsible
for development of the Bank's
regional branch network and
banking in the regions.
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Yevgeny Bernshtam First Deputy Chairman of the Executive Board – responsible for the
Bank's commercial business, including lending, banking cards and the branch network.
Marina Savelyova Member of the Executive Board – responsible for developing the Bank's
business in the regions.
Matsay Lebkovsky Deputy Chairman of the Board of Directors – responsible for developing
the Bank's retail business.
Alexander Lukanov Deputy Chairman of the Executive Board – responsible for the Bank's
lending business.
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Pavel Gorbatsevich Deputy Chairman of the Executive Board – responsible for international
and domestic payments, trade finance, relations with Western partners, the Bank's foreign
subsidiary network.
Aleksandr Tolchinsky Member of the Executive Board – heads the Bank's Corporate
Finance Division.
Andrei Kosogov First Deputy Chairman of the Executive Board – responsible for investment
banking and asset management. Chairman of the Bank's Investment Committee.
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Alfa Bank: The First 10 Years
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Milestones in Alfa Bank’s
Development
Alfa Bank marked its 10th anniversary on the cusp of the new millennium. This was a modest
achievement compared even to the span of a human life, let alone to the history of a leading British
or Swiss bank. Nevertheless, the length of time is noteworthy. As recently as the mid-1980's, private banks in our country were non-existent, and were in fact prohibited. The 1998 financial crisis
seriously tested the durability of leading Russian banks and claimed many victims. Alfa Bank
emerged from the crisis with its reputation and balance sheet not only intact but enhanced.

Over the past 10 years, Alfa Bank has become the country’s largest private commercial bank. We
recall some of the key developments.

1990
20 December

Alfa Bank is established as a limited-partnership commercial bank.

1991
3 January

Alfa Bank formally receives its domestic banking licence from the Central Bank of the Russian
Federation.
August
Alfa Bank opens its first corporate client account.

1992
June

The Russian Central Bank grants Alfa Bank both standard and extended hard currency licences
which lead to the opening of its first nostro accounts with six foreign banks.
December
Alfa Bank opens its first retail branch in Moscow.

1993
March

Alfa Bank becomes a member of the Moscow Interbank Currency Exchange.
April
Alfa Bank receives a general banking licence from the Central Bank, enabling it to carry out
transactions in both roubles and foreign currency.
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1994
April

Alfa Bank joins the international credit card system Europay.
June
Alfa Bank joins the SWIFT system.
December
Alfa Bank becomes the first Russian bank with a fully-owned subsidiary in Almaty, officially
registered by the National Bank of Kazakhstan.

1995
September

Alfa Bank opens a representative office in London.

1996
February

Alfa Bank is authorised as a participating bank in the U.S. Department of Agriculture's GSM-102
programme.
May
The EBRD grants the Alfa Group Consortium a US $42 million long-term credit to be utilised by
its subsidiary Perekrestok for the expansion of its chain of supermarkets in and around
Moscow.
June
Visa International accepts Alfa Bank as a principal member.
July
Alfa Bank receives accreditation under the World Bank/EBRD Financial Institutional
Development Programme from the Central Bank and the Ministries of Finance and Economics.
September
The German state export insurance agency Hermes officially appoints Alfa Bank as one of a
group of Russian banks authorised to receive funds from German banks for financing Hermesbacked trade transactions.
October
Alfa Bank is one of only a few Russian banks to be authorised as an official agent for the first
Moscow Government Municipal Bond Issue.
November
Alfa Bank is one of three Russian banks appointed to co-manage a US $1 billion Eurobond issue
for the Russian Federation. This event marks Russia's first international debt market issue since
the 1917 Revolution.
Alfa Bank opens a branch office in Nizhny Novgorod, Russia's third-largest city.
December
Merrill Lynch publishes an analysis of the Russian banking sector and tips Alfa Bank as one of
Russia's three most promising and well-organised banking institutions (“Alfa Bank — The One to
Watch”).
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1997
February

Alfa Bank successfully completes a US $40 million syndicated loan arranged by Morgan Stanley.
This facility represents Alfa's first public tapping of Western debt markets.
March
Alfa Bank is appointed Co-Manager of the Russian Federation's first Deutschemark (DM)denominated Eurobond issue.
April
Euromoney's Central European magazine names Alfa Bank “Best Bank in Russia for 1997”.

June
Alfa Bank becomes one of the first five Russian banks to be assigned an international rating
from all three leading rating agencies: Moody's (B1), Standard & Poor's (B) and IBCA (BB-).
July
Alfa Bank becomes the first 100% privately-owned Russian bank to enter the Eurobond market
as it successfully launches a US $175 million three-year issue led by Goldman Sachs
International.
September
Alfa Bank opens a branch in St. Petersburg.
October
Alfa Bank successfully completes a groundbreaking US $77 million U.S. Commercial Paper
Programme.
November
Alfa Bank wins a tender to act as official financial agent and intermediary to service a contract
between the Russian Ministry of Atomic Energy and the People's Republic of China for the construction of a six-reactor nuclear power station in the PRC.

1998
January

The Russian Central Bank ratifies Alfa Bank's new legal status, which transforms the bank from
a limited-liability company to an open joint-stock company.
April
For the second year running, Euromoney's Central European magazine recognizes Alfa Bank's
achievements by awarding the title of “Best Bank in Russia for 1998”.
July
Alfa Group Consortium announces the restructuring of its financial business. Alfa Bank
becomes a full service commercial and investment bank by combining its operations with those
of its sister investment company, Alfa Capital.
August
During the Russian financial crisis, Alfa Bank continues to fulfil all its payment obligations ontime and maintains a full range of banking services to an expanding customer base.
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1999
February

Alfa Bank opens a branch in Irkutsk, Siberia.
April
Euromoney's Central European magazine names Alfa Bank “Best Bank in Russia”, for the
third consecutive year. In its annual survey of “Best Emerging Market Banks”, Global Finance
magazine names Alfa Bank “Best Russian Domestic Bank”.
May
Alfa Bank opens new regional branches in Ekaterinburg, Kurgan and Tyumen.
June
In conjunction with the Agency for Restructuring of Credit Organizations (ARKO), Alfa Bank
develops a regional expansion programme for the expansion of its branch network into more
than 10 Russian regions.
July
Alfa Bank reaches a long-term agreement to restructure its U.S. Commercial Paper
Programme.
New regional branches are opened in Omsk, Perm, Orenburg and Vladivostok.

2000
January

Alfa Bank opens a sub-branch in Nizhnyvartovsk.
March
Alfa Bank acquires a 76% stake in the Ukrainian bank Kievinvestbank.
April
Euromoney's Central European names Alfa Bank “Best Bank in Russia” for the fourth consecutive year. Global Finance awards Alfa Bank the same accolade.
June
Alfa Securities, Alfa Bank's London subsidiary, is licensed by the Securities and Futures
Authority (SFA), the British government financial regulator.
July
Alfa Bank confirms that its three-year Eurobonds maturing on 28 July 2000 were paid in full
and on time.
The Alfa Group Consortium establishes the insurance company Alfa Guaranties.
September
The authoritative international magazine The Banker, a member of the Financial Times
publishing group, names Alfa Bank its “Bank of the Year”.
Alfa Bank's website (www.alfabank.ru) is rated top among the 50 best websites operated by
Russian banks.
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2000
October

Alfa Bank becomes the first Russian bank to issue Eurocard/MasterCard virtual cards for
Internet-based payments.
Alfa Bank CEO Alex Knaster is named “Manager of the Year” by Kompaniya magazine.
Kievinvestbank shareholders approve the bank's merger with Alfa Capital Ukraine, and
Kievinvestbank is renamed Alfa Bank.
November
Alfa Bank issues hard-currency denominated Treasury notes with a provision for payment
in roubles.
The Bank receives the national award “Brand of the Year 2000”.
December
During the last few days of the 20th century, new branches are opened in Chelyabinsk,
Krasnoyarsk, Lyubertsy, Barnual, Orsk, and Khabarovsk, and two new sub-branches are
opened in St Petersburg.
The Alfa Group consortium becomes a partner of the East European Insurance Agency.
Alfa Bank begins financing the Gasfleet project for the floating drilling complex Obsky-1 —
the first deal in the history of Russian-Croatian relations.

2001
February

The international rating agency Standard & Poor's raises Alfa Bank's long-term rating from
“SD” to “CCC+” and assigns the Bank a short-term rating of “C”. Fitch raises Alfa Bank's longterm rating from “CCC+” to “B-” and its short-term rating from “C” to “B”. The Bank's individual
rating is raised from “D/E” to “D”.
March
Alfa Bank opens a subsidiary in New York, Alfa Capital Markets, a NASD (National Association
of Securities Dealers) regulated company set up to provide brokerage and investment services
in North and South America.
The authoritative publications Global Finance and Emerging Markets Investor name Alfa
Bank “Best Bank in Russia”.
Alfa Bank becomes 100 per cent owner of Amsterdam Trade Bank N.V. and thereby acquires a
full banking licence in the European Union (EU).
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The Russian Economy
and the Banking Sector in 2000
The year 2000 was characterised by significant changes in the Russian economy. The result of the
presidential election and the emergence of a centrist parliament significantly reduced the element
of political risk. The election ended a period of instability in which clashes with the Duma (lower
house) and frequent cabinet reshuffles raised serious doubts about the government's ability to
conduct a responsible economic policy.
Now, having secured the support of a pro-presidential majority in the Duma, the government has
the opportunity to introduce a wide range of new laws, ranging from an overhaul of tax legislation and reform of the Land Code to a much-needed initiative on “de-bureaucratisation”.
The government's decision to cut the corporate tax burden was an important event in 2000.
Lowering the turnover tax and introducing a single social tax had the effect of reducing the tax
burden by 1.3% of GDP. (Consolidated budget revenues in 2000 amounted to 39% of GDP.) The
government's intention to continue such a policy, in particular to introduce an accelerated amortisation scheme and alter the method of determining the size of the tax base when calculating the
profit tax, had a favourable effect on the investment activity of Russian companies in 2000.
Against this background of increased political stability and an exceptionally favourable external
economic environment, Russia achieved its highest rate of economic growth (7.7%) for the past
Exports, Imports

decade. Brent crude prices in 2000 averaged US $28 per barrel (compared to US $18 in 1999); the

and Trade Balance

volume of exports (from goods excluding services) reached US $106 billion (US $30 billion more

1993-2000

than the previous year); and the trade surplus totalled US $61 billion. This meant that although the

US $ billion

real rouble exchange rate strengthened 12% against the dollar, imports grew by only 11%

Source: Central Bank

(US $44 billion) — an amount equal to the level of 1993. As a result, the share of net exports grew

of the Russian Federation

from 16% to 21% of GDP.
In addition to boosting GDP growth, the export boom
also had a beneficial effect on the financial sector. For
the first time in recent years, the rouble underwent a
nominal strengthening against the dollar for a long period in 2000. This partially restored trust in the national
currency and allowed an increase in the monetisation of
the economy. Simultaneously, growth in the monetary
component of exporters' revenues and a 62% increase in
the monetary base resulting from the accumulation of
gold and hard currency reserves permitted an expansion
of the chain of payments. Whereas in 1998 the share of
cash on corporate accounts amounted to around 40%, in

■

Exports

■

Imports

Trade Balance

2000 this figure grew to 70%. Improvement in the pay-

ments structure contributed significantly to the devaluation of 1998, which reduced accumulated
debt between enterprises by almost half (in real terms). Having been freed from debt, companies
had greater opportunities to develop production and make new investments.
On the back of high oil prices, exporters' contributions to the budget rose significantly, and this
also had an impact on economic growth. Last year, around 40% of federal budget revenues were
generated by oil companies and Gazprom, which led to growth in budget revenues from 13.4%
of GDP in 1999 to 16.3% in 2000. Consolidated budget revenues rose 3.5%, amounting to 39.1%
of GDP. At the same time, even though non-budgeted federal budget expenditures remained
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unchanged at a level of 10% of GDP, the government virtually eliminated salary and pension
arrears, which facilitated growth in final demand.
Finally, thanks to growth in export revenues in 2000, the volume of investment increased significantly (17.7% versus 5.0% in 1999). Oil companies accounted for about half of this growth, having invested together with Gazprom around US $8 billion.
But while the favourable external environment fuelled significant growth it also masked
a number of potential dangers that could manifest themselves in 2001. The first is the
Budget Revenues

unfavourable combination of high inflation and nominal rouble stability. Gold and currency

and Expenditures 1997-2000

reserves grew by US $15.5 billion last year while the rouble, having begun the year at R28.6-28.8

% of GDP

to the dollar, ended at R28.07. At the same time, the rate of inflation remained very high — at
1997

1998

1999

2000

Consolidated budget revenues

36.5

33.4

35.6

39.1

Federal budget revenues

12.3

11.0

13.4

16.3

Consolidated budget expenditures

44.4

41.4

39.4

36.0

Federal budget expenditures

19.4

16.9

18.1

14.8

20.2% (down from 36.5% in 1999).
In part, price growth was the result
of monetary factors, in particular
the 62% expansion of the monetary mass.
Inflation also spiralled as a result of

Source: IMF

tariff increases, which represented
a means of transferring the burden of high arrears from natural monopolies onto other sectors of
industry as well as the consumers at the end of the chain. But while this helped sterilise excess liquidity by reducing inflows of hard currency revenues, the issue of control over tariffs persists.
Likewise, the continuing strengthening of the rouble remains a problem for the Russian economy,
as it leads to growth in imports. According to IMF data, the volume of imports in 2000 rose 16%,
whereas it declined in both 1998 and 1999.
CBR Gold

The lack of instruments to sterilise the monetary base had a detrimental effect on the domestic gov-

and Hard-Currency Reserves

ernment bond market. Until recently demand existed only for the most liquid paper, namely two-to-

Monetary Mass and Inflation

four month GKO's; these are not efficient instruments with which to finance the budget deficit.
1996

1997

1998

1999

2000

Gold and hard-currency reserves,
US $ billion (end-of-period)

15.3

17.8

12.2

12.5

28.0

Monetary base,
rouble billions (end-of-period)

288

374

448

705

1,144

Inflation, %
(December-to-December)

21.8

11.0

84.5

36.5

20.2

Since the government's appetite for
domestic borrowing has recently
risen, it will be forced to pay higher
rates as Russian banks undertake
arbitrage operations between the
government bond and currency mar-

Source: Central Bank of the Russian Federation

kets.
The narrowness of the domestic
market would have been less of a

hindrance for the government had it resolved the external debt problem earlier. The lowering of the
corporate tax burden initiated at the beginning of 2001 seemed a weighty argument to start negotiations with the Paris Club regarding debt restructuring. Unfortunately, the significant burden of
foreign debt payments (which amount to about 20% of budget expenditures) not only forces the
government to pay a premium on domestic borrowing, but also raises doubts about the prospect of
a further lowering of the tax burden. This cools down the investment activity of Russian companies.
This factor is particularly important, as about one half of investment growth in 2000 was financed
from internal funds.
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Capital flight serves as an important indicator of trust (or distrust) in government policy.
Unfortunately, it rose in 2000 in nominal terms to US $26 billion, compared to US $22 billion in
1999. There is glimmer of hope here, however, because whereas in 1999 this figure, expressed as
a percentage of exports, totalled 30%, in 2000 it declined to 24%.
The primary unresolved problem of the Russian economy remains the weakness of the banking
system, which is partially the result of public distrust in banks and the consequences of the crisis of 1998. The lack of a resource base is mainly the result of the minor role played by banks in
providing business loans —banks financed only 3% of total investment in the Russian economy
in 2000.
Many Russian banks continued to suffer last year from a low share of deposits in the structure of
their assets: private deposits including those in Sberbank amounted to around 20% of banking liabilities, or 6% of GDP. The fact that savings are valued at an estimated US $30 billion shows that

Capital Flight 1997-2000

Capital flight, US $ billion

1997

1998

1999

2000

29

26

22

26

the key problem is distrust in banks.
On the other hand, even those
funds that are deposited in banks

Capital flight (trade balance +
portfolio investment), %

50

123

71

47

Capital flight, % of exports

32

35

30

24

Sources: Central Bank of the Russian Federation, Alfa Bank estimates

are mainly at the disposal of
Sberbank, which controls more than
80% of the deposits of private individuals.

The lack of a broad deposit base is even more of a negative factor in that Russian banks work with
extremely short-term liabilities. Whereas up until the crisis of 1998 the share of long-term (more
than one year) liabilities amounted to around 20%, this figure is now less than 5-10% of all liabilities. Credit activity is also limited by low capitalisation in the banking sector: at the end of 2000,
capital comprised only 13% of assets. Only about half of the 30 largest banks have a capital-toassets ratio near the 10% level required by the Central Bank.
Nonetheless, it is worth noting that the banking sector is very heterogeneous. Alongside banks
experiencing difficulties, there is another part of the banking community for whom 2000 was
entirely successful. Several banks, including Alfa Bank, took advantage of the favourable economic situation to strengthen their market positions, expand their client bases and boost their ratings.
It is hoped that the process of consolidation and rationalisation that has begun in other sectors of
the economy will soon take hold in the banking sector as well.
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Management Report
Alfa Bank achieved record profits in 2000 as it continued to build on the recovery from the August
1998 crisis. Net profits for the year ending 31 December 2000 were US $77 million, a 54% increase
on the US $50 million profits of 1999. Investment banking contributed US $35 million and commercial banking an additional US $28 million. The remaining US $14 million came from one-off
transactions that cannot be expected to occur every year. The Bank's total assets increased by
41%, reaching US $1,882 million at 31 December 2000. This increase of US $545 million on 1999
was primarily due to the expansion of the Bank's loan portfolio during the year.
The year 2000 was the first since 1998 in which the Bank recorded a positive net interest income.
This turnaround from a loss of US $27 million in 1999 to a profit of US $27 million in 2000
reflected an improvement in the credit portfolio in terms of both quantity and quality.
A significant factor in this improvement was granting branches the limited authority to make
loans, which allowed credits to be agreed and monitored while taking into account the specifics
of a particular region.
The volume of client loans (excluding reserves) rose from US $423 million at the beginning of
2000 to US $952 million at year's end. The turnaround in net interest income stemmed from an
expansion of the credit portfolio and the rigorous application of credit risk procedures to all loans.
There was growth in the volume of loans to all main branches of industry but, as in 1999, most
credits were extended to energy and oil-industry enterprises.
Over the past few years, the Bank has managed to reduce its lending to related parties.
At 31 December 2000 credits extended to related parties amounted to less than 3% of all credits
issued to clients.
An increase in the credit portfolio would have been impossible without a comparable rise in the
volume of deposits. Expansion of the branch network accompanied by constant attention to the
quality of client service resulted in an increase in the annual amount of client funds on accounts
from US $730 million to US $1,202 million. While energy and oil enterprises accounted for 23% of
all client accounts, deposits by private individuals also grew significantly, amounting to more than
US $180 million at 31 December 2000.
The increase in the amount of client funds also had an impact on net fee and commission income,
which totalled US $50 million in 2000.
In the area of investment banking activity, the Bank again demonstrated its experience and
knowledge of the market by achieving a profit of US $47 million from securities trading operations, even though 2000 was a difficult year for global as well as Russian markets.
Trading operations in the short-term investment portfolio (which had been significantly
hampered following the 1998 crisis) revived once again, with yearly profits amounting
to US $19 million.
The sale of Alfa Bank's investment in Tyumen Oil Company (TNK) to the Alfa Group Consortium
was a significant event in 2000. The sale removed a distortion from the Bank's balance sheet,
which now resembles that of any commercial banking concern. The disposal was conducted at
book value, and thus had no effect on the profit and loss account. However, TNK's unrealised
revaluation reserve of US $246 million held on the balance sheet was fully converted into
realised reserves.
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The sale of TNK also allowed the shareholders to declare a dividend of US $129 million for the year
ending 31 December 2000. This resulted in a decrease in shareholder funds from US $233 million
to US $125 million. This first-ever dividend by Alfa Bank was paid only after careful consideration
of the Bank's working capital requirements over the next three years. Shareholders were of the
opinion that given the successful sale of TNK, a dividend could be paid while leaving sufficient
financial resources for the Bank.
The year 2000 was a year of significant expansion and development for Alfa Bank. New branches were opened in many Russian cities and, going into 2001, companies were acquired overseas.
Amsterdam Trade Bank NV in the Netherlands and Alfa Capital Markets in New York to complement the existing brokerage operation at our London subsidiary Alfa Securities. Alongside the
ever-increasing level of client demands, this expansion led the Bank to invest significant amounts
in information technology. In such a situation, costs inevitably rise. Operating expenses in 2000
totalled US $160 million, up from US $104 million in 1999. Although the cost base is expected to
grow over the next three years, such sharp jumps will not recur as there will be savings from
investment in technology as well as on secondary expenses.
Over the next three years, we expect Alfa Bank's total assets to increase to US $3000 million and
shareholder capital to grow to US $344 million. A significant change will also occur in terms of
the Bank's main source of income, which will be from commercial bank lending operations
(expected to generate 40% of operating income in the year ending 31 December 2003). In terms
of investment banking, a significant increase in the current level of profitability is not planned.
However, strengthening of the sales team in Moscow together with expansion into New York
and London should lead to a greater proportion of our income being derived from commissionbased sales activities.
Although it is difficult to predict the development of the Russian economy and its consequences
for the Bank over what is — in economic terms — a long period of time, we can say with certainty that the Bank's situation at the beginning of 2001 gives us confidence that these goals will be
achieved.
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Commercial Banking
Alfa Bank's primary activity is commercial banking, which essentially involves attracting deposits,
lending money and, of course, making payments.
Over the past year, the Bank has strengthened its position in the commercial market, ending the
year in third place in Russia in terms of the volume of private deposits and in fourth place by size
of credit portfolio. Success in the plastic card business, where the Bank occupies a leading position based on a number of indicators, has been noteworthy. By setting up the country's most
dynamically developing branch network, actively expanding in the regions and continually
improving client products and services, the Bank has established a strong base for further growth.
The Bank is achieving an impressive increase in its client base.
The main problem facing Russian commercial banks is a lack of funding. After the crisis of 1998,
the general public is not rushing to place its money in commercial banks. The private banking
deposits of the Russian population barely exceed 6% of GDP, whereas in Western Europe and the
USA this figure amounts to 50%-100%, and even in Poland and the Czech Republic it is 30%40%. Furthermore, private deposits are very unevenly divided within the Russian banking system.
At least three-quarters are concentrated in Sberbank of Russia — for the simple reason that the
government de facto guarantees public funds held in this bank. Other banks do not enjoy such a
privilege. After Sberbank, Alfa Bank is the largest operator on the private deposit market,
although its share accounts for only about 1% of all private deposits.
There are other possible sources of funds, such as Western capital markets and the balances on
the accounts of corporate clients. However, the West is still unwilling to lend to Russian banks,
and this situation is unlikely to improve in the near future; and, unlike private individuals, large
clients rarely use the services of a single bank. Medium-sized businesses therefore represent the
most stable client base. Clients in this category generate roughly 50% of commission revenues
and around 40% of average daily volume. The funds deposited by medium-sized businesses
constitute the Bank's main reserves.
The spread between lending and deposit rates (the margin) is steadily narrowing, partly as a result
of the low lending rates offered by Sberbank, but mainly because the Russian banking system is
slowly but surely approaching Western yield levels. Given a constant narrowing of operational
yields, banks can only achieve success by raising the volume of attracted funds and lowering the
costs of banking products and services.
Replenishing the resource base is one of the most important tasks facing the Bank. Reserves exist,
and sizeable ones at that. Tapping into them is mainly a matter of developing business with current clients. As a rule, these clients take advantage of only three or four of the services the Bank
offers, such as its accounting service, its cashier service, and privileged conversion and clearing.
Yet all Alfa Bank's branches have more than 20 commercial products which they can offer their
customers. And each of these products has the potential to enhance our customers' businesses
and their profitability.
In August 2000, changes were introduced to the organisational structure of Alfa Bank's commercial business. Clients were divided into different groups — “Large Clients, Inter-Bank Business and
Precious Metals”, “Medium-Sized Clients”, and “Retail Clients”. On the basis of existing branches
and sub-branches, it was decided to form Business Centres to serve large and medium-sized
clients and Retail Divisions to serve small businesses and private individuals.
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In Moscow, eight Business Centres and 23 Retail Divisions were created. Business Centres serve
large corporate clients with turnover of more than US $5 million and Retail Divisions serve private
individuals and companies with sales volumes of less than US $5 million. In 2001, a similar structure began to be introduced into the Bank's regional branches.
This commercial business reorganisation allows the Bank to improve the quality of client service
by addressing the “delivery” of products and services and also to optimise control over distribution channels. However organisational changes represent only the beginning. What is most
important is to perfect the technological mechanisms. Our task is to make Alfa Bank the most
modern and efficient commercial bank from the standpoint of both corporate and private clients.
Client groups represent the first level of commercial activity. The second is product groups —
Credit (which today includes trade finance and working with debts) and the Electronic Business
Centre. As well as dividing up the business into clearly defined groups, we have invested extensively in modern technology. The more technological a bank becomes, the more effective it is.

Retail Banking
The Bank currently offers private clients a complete range of banking services which are fully up
to global standards. The volume of business with private individuals is growing continuously,
which indicates a rising trust in the Bank on the part of private clients and a high regard for the
quality of the services offered. Private deposits are the most expensive type of funds to attract,
but they create a firm financial base and enhance and strengthen the image of a bank as dependable and stable. Therefore, attracting private deposits is considered a priority area of activity for
the Bank.
In terms of volume of private deposits, Alfa Bank occupies second place among Russian banks,
lagging significantly behind only Sberbank. The public's rouble and hard-currency deposits in the
Bank's accounts rose by 166% last year, and at 1 January 2001 totalled more than US $180 million.
In the plastic card business, the Bank is continuing to increase its volume of sales and expand its
range of card-based products while maintaining a high level of client service. In 2000, the Bank
bolstered its position on the plastic market in terms of the number of cards issued, the size of the
balances on card accounts, turnover acquisition and several other indicators.
The Bank continues to maintain a leading position in Russia's cheque-issuing market. Sales of traveller's cheques in 2000 totalled US $6 million and reached US $4 million over the first four months
of 2001. The Bank comfortably occupies third place in Russia in terms of the volume of American
Express cheques sold. Traveller's cheques are sold in both US $ and DM, although the service is
available in all types of freely convertible currencies at customers' request. By the end of 2000,
cheque-based operations were being provided at all Moscow sub-branches and in 10 branches in
other cities. In addition the automation of services provided to the Bank's private clients has been
brought up to world-class standards, and the Bank has rolled out client services based on Internet
technology.
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The reorganisation of the Bank's client-based business has led to the creation of a Retail Client
Group, whose main line of activity is servicing small business enterprises and private individuals.
In Moscow, these Retail Divisions were set up in existing sub-branches alongside Business Centres
specialising in work with large and medium-sized companies. Similar structures will be put in
place at the Bank's regional branches in 2001.
In the Retail Divisions we provide services not only to individuals but also to small business enterprises, whose banking needs differ significantly from those of large corporate clients and medium-sized businesses. Indeed in terms of most parameters (volume of operations, range of
requested banking products, frequency of visits to the bank), small businesses closely resemble
private clients.
Consultants from McKinsey are now helping the Bank to develop a strategy that will allow us
more precisely to target the needs both of private individuals and of small businesses.

Regional Development
Alfa Bank's regional branch network almost doubled in size during 2000 and the Bank now has
the country's second largest active branch network.
At the start of 2000, the Bank had 42 outlets in Russia and the CIS, comprising 13 branches, five
regional sub-branches, 19 Moscow sub-branches, two subsidiary banks and three branch subsidiary banks.
The Bank opened 22 new outlets during the year, comprising 12 branches, four regional subbranches, five Moscow sub-branches and one subsidiary bank. Branches were opened in Lipetsk,
Saratov, Krasnodar, Rostov, Kaliningrad, Tomsk, Khabarovsk, Chelyabinsk, Krasnoyarsk,
Lyubertsy, Barnual and Orsk, as well as nine sub-branches in various cities. With the five new
Moscow sub-branches opened in 2000, Alfa Bank now has outlets in practically all districts in
Russia's capital, the country's financial centre.
At 1 January 2001 more than 30,000 legal entities and about 160,000 private clients were serviced
by the Bank's branch network.
Through its branch network and agreements with local authorities, Alfa Bank is actively involved
in a variety of regional development projects and programmes.
In geographic terms, it is worth particularly noting Alfa Bank's strengthening position in the south
of Russia, Siberia and the Far East as well as the intensive development of the St. Petersburg
branch infrastructure. The Bank plans to open more branches in Russia's largest regions in 2001.
In addition, Alfa Bank views the countries of the CIS (Commonwealth of Independent States) as
strategic markets. In 2000, the Bank added a third CIS subsidiary to those of Bashkortostan and
Kazakhstan when it brought Ukraine's AKB Kievinvestbank into the Alfa Bank Group. The goal is
to turn Alfa Bank Ukraine into a financial supermarket and to open up to 20 more branches across
the country over the next two to three years.
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Corporate Banking
Corporate banking services are aimed at large clients. These are defined as companies with a
turnover of more than US $100 million, or of US $50 million upon fulfilment of a number of
additional conditions. These conditions may include the extent of the company's regional netNumber of Large Clients

work or the fact that it has a high level of business monopolisation.
In 2000, the financial status of large

Moscow

Regions

Total

At the start of 2000

257

58

315

Russian

At the end of 2000

414

211

625

(including companies outside the

companies

improved

fuel and energy sectors, such as
those involved in defence, manufacturing and engineering), and the share of inter-enterprise
Average Quarterly Volume

non-cash settlements declined significantly. Russian corporate financial management also

of Funds Attracted

improved. Many large companies built vertically-integrated management structures involving

from Large Clients

the creation of in-house treasuries.

(US $ million)

Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

1999

53.9

85.1

113.8

225.7

2000

367.4

386.2

389.7

559.0

As a rule, large companies were generally serviced by several different
banks in 2000, often including their
own private bank. This explains the

Average annual growth in funds attracted from large clients totalled 272.7 %

high level of competition between
banks in the large-client market segment. Large clients traditionally have significant demands in
Average Size of Credits Extended

terms of the level of service they require, including a wide range of bank products and access to

to Large Clients

credit resources. A few large clients even impose limits on the amount of business they do with

(US $ million)

any one bank.
Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

In these circumstances, Alfa Bank

1999

30.4

22.1

31.7

76.6

has managed to offer large clients

2000

174.5

223.4

232.1

647.5

competitive terms of service, and as
a result the Bank's large-client base

Average annual growth in credits to large clients totalled 694.6 %

expanded significantly in 2000, particularly in terms of enterprises in the fuel and energy, metallurgy and manufacturing sectors.
Planned Volume of Funds

Alfa Bank's large clients represent more than 148 groups and holdings, including 545 legal enti-

to Be Attracted from Large

ties. Among them are industry leaders in gas and oil extraction, petrochemicals, aviation, power

Clients in 2001

engineering, food processing, nuclear energy, vehicle production, and air, land and sea trans-

(US $)

port.
Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

Alfa Bank's most stable client base is

517,836,000

534,454,000

591,006,000

674,746,000

medium-sized business. Clients representing medium-sized business in

Planned increase in 2001: 40.8 %

Moscow generate 47% of the Bank's
Planned Volume of Funds

commission revenues. In the regions, this figure is even higher: such clients account for 58% of

for Placement among Large

a branch's commission revenues.

Clients in 2001

Alfa Bank's broad branch network and the use of modern information technology mean that

(US $)

clients are served equally well, in terms both of speed and of quality of service, whether they
Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

532,977,000

539,972,000

566,692,000

607,331,000

are in Moscow, Kaliningrad in the
West or Nakhodka in the Far East.

Planned increase in 2001: 54.5 %
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Alfa Bank offers clients more than 100 different banking products. The list of
the services provided includes:

• the opening and operating of rouble and foreign currency accounts for both residents and
non-residents

• all types of settlements in roubles and hard currencies
• all types of settlements in soft currencies with Ukraine, Belarus, Kazakhstan and other CIS
countries

• purchases and sales of foreign currency
• currency futures operations (swaps, forwards, options), hedging of currency risk
• attraction of deposits and extension of credits in soft currencies
• reception of funds under promissory notes and Bank deposit certificates
• lending in roubles and hard currency
• currency-of-settlement export financing in Russia under inter-governmental agreements
between the former USSR and foreign states

• short-term and long-term financing of enterprises in various branches of the economy
• project finance, including mutual financing with the attraction of foreign investment, as well
as the conduct of non-traditional (from the standpoint of Russian banking practice) deals and
settlements

• trading on the international metals market
• reception of funds for placement on deposit for various terms and in any hard currency
• operations with commercial and traveller's cheques
• corporate plastic card services
• safe-deposit boxes with a guaranty of full security and confidentiality
• buy, sell and mutual settlement operations involving the debt of Vnesheconombank and
Russia's Finance Ministry on domestic and international markets

• bank guarantees
• consulting services.
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International and Domestic Correspondent Banking
Alfa Bank has made significant progress in the development of correspondent relationships with
foreign financial institutions. This has helped the Bank to provide a wide range of high-quality
services for its clients.
The network of correspondent banks has expanded actively and now numbers more than 300,
including the world's 10 largest banks. Alfa Bank has at its disposal 32 correspondent accounts
denominated in US dollars, euros and other currencies (including some multi-currency accounts),
and this has enabled the Bank to remain the largest Russian clearing operator among non-state
banks.
The restoration and strengthening of the position of the Russian Federation in the world arena
and the freeing of Western counter-parties' country limits has led to growth in Alfa Bank's international activity. In addition the opening of a number of credit lines with banks from countries
such as Austria, Germany, the USA, France, Switzerland and Japan has enabled Alfa Bank to participate in the financing of large numbers of foreign trade contracts.
In 2000 the Bank significantly increased the volume of currency market operations and banknote
deals in which it was involved, in addition to transactions involving cheques, plastic cards and precious metals. Alfa Bank also successfully co-operates with a number of leading international
banks (including subsidiary investment funds) in the areas of share trading, fixed-income debt
and the conduct of swap and derivative deals.
The Bank has also received accreditation from the main export-import agencies of the countries
with the greatest volumes of trade turnover with Russia, in particular Hermes (Germany), SACE
(Italy), Ducroire (Belgium), EGAP (Czech Republic), KUKE (Poland) and MITI (Japan). At the end
of 2000, the Bank was one of the few Russian financial institutions to receive accreditation to
insure medium-term export credits with the participation of the U.S. Export-Import Bank. Active
work continues in developing relations with banks and export-guaranty agencies from countries
in Asia, the Near East, Latin America and Africa.
Since 1998, Alfa Bank has managed the Claims Conference Fund (Germany), which makes restitution payments to victims of Nazi persecution living in Russia and the CIS.
In 2000, the range of Alfa Bank's partners on the interbank market involving FOREX and DEPO
operations expanded significantly. The number of bank counter-parties reached 617, or 180 more
than at the end of 1999.
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Corporate Lending
The year 2000 marked a significant improvement in the financial condition of the largest Russian
companies (not only in the fuel and energy sectors, but also in manufacturing, metallurgy and
many other industries). This allowed banks to provide lending with less risk.
Competition in the credit market (particularly lending to large corporate clients) grew steadily
throughout the year, which led to a significant decline in interest rates. Moreover, in 2000 the
Alfa Bank’s Credit Portfolio

subsidiaries of large foreign banks (which opened credit limits for a number of Russian compa-

in 2000 — Corporates

nies) began to show activity in this market.

and Individuals

Most Russian companies are experiencing a need for long-term lending and the financing of

(US $ million)

investment programmes. There is a resulting increase in credits with a maturity of more than a year.

2000

January 1

March 31

June 30

423

245

383

September 30 December 31
509

952

Alfa Bank's credit activity grew
throughout 2000 on the back of
demand, the expanding branch net-

work and the acquisition of new clients. The Bank's credit portfolio more than doubled from US
$423 million to US $952 million.
While intensively developing its credit portfolio, Alfa Bank devotes care and attention to the
extension of credits and maintains tight control over the quality of its lending.
Last year, new lines of credit activity began to be actively promoted. This lending took the form
of account balance overdrafts, licensing operations and lending based on the volume of collections, as well as the extension of credits to enterprises for the payment of wages. The active
development of project finance and of licensing operations has led Alfa Bank to create a
Department of Trade and Project Financing.
In 2000, the application of new forms of lending expanded. These included the financing of
export-import operations via the extension of funds to cover lines of credit as well as export credits/guarantees by first-class banks.
In addition to growth in the credit portfolio, there has been a successful development of the
branch lending business and a significant reduction in the percentage required for bad debt provision. Starting in June, the granting of overdrafts became possible in all the Bank's inter-city
branches.
The Bank is making an effort to diversify its branch structure and credit portfolio. In particular
there was an increase in the share of lending to the industrial sector. This expansion was mainly
due to an increase in the number of clients, particularly companies in the nuclear, manufacturing
and construction sectors. Telecommunications, transport and trade appear to have the best
prospects in terms of investment.
In October 2000, the Bank's Credit Division was reorganised. This reorganisation was stimulated
by the need to strengthen the specialisation of the Bank's credit departments and to recognise the
different approach to lending appropriate to different categories of borrowers. As a result of this
reorganisation, three new divisions were created: the Lending to Large Business Division (which
works with the Bank's largest corporate borrowers); the Lending to Regional Business Division
(whose task is to develop the amount of credit work in the Bank's branches and sub-branches
mainly by lending to medium-sized clients); and the Retail Lending Division (which works with
individual borrowers and small companies).
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Large Business Lending
Around 80% of the Bank's credit portfolio is comprised of loans to large corporate clients. The
credit portfolio based on this client category increased by US $564 million and reached US $738
million by the fourth quarter of 2000.
Alfa Bank's large clients include industry leaders in gas and oil extraction, petrochemicals, aviation, power engineering, food processing, nuclear energy, vehicle manufacture, and air, land and
sea transport.
Alfa Bank takes great care with the development of its large-client credit portfolio. As a result,

Large Clients Credit Portfolio

there were no overdue debts related to large clients in 2000.

(average quarterly indication)

In 2001, the Bank plans to increase the volume of funds loaned to large clients by more than 50%.

(US $ million)

Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

1999

30.44

22.06

31.69

76.58

2000

174.46

223.37

232.13

647.54

Regional Business Lending
In total, small and medium-sized clients comprised 28% of the Bank's credit portfolio in 2000.
Their share in the overall number of active credit agreements totalled 80%.
At the end of 2000 the commercial credit portfolio based on clients in this category was divided
as follows: branch network 72%; Moscow outlets 18%; the Central Office 10%.
The largest growth in the volume of lending to medium-sized business occurred in the East Siberia
The Credit Portfolio

(Far East) and Volga Regions (growth in these areas totalled 1000% and 1300%, respectively).

of Medium-sized

The volume of lending to medium-sized business in Moscow and the Moscow Region in 2000

and Small Business Clients

increased by 50%. In Siberia, the Urals, and the Central and North-West Regions the credit port-

Trade

Agro-Industrial

Industry

Fuel Energy

Other

37.4%

21.3%

15.6%

12.1%

13.6%

folio devoted to medium-sized business rose on average by one and a
half times last year.

Last year, in accordance with its privileged corporate lending programme, the Bank placed
approximately one billion roubles through its branch network.
In 2001, the amount of funds placed with small and medium-sized business clients is expected to
rise by 54.5%.
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Trade and Project Finance
The Bank created a new Division of Trade and Project Finance at the end of the second quarter in
2000. Three departments joined the Division: Project Finance, Export-Import Finance and
Guarantees, and Licensing Operations. The Division offers clients a wide range of services:
• Client Financing for the payment of import contracts via monetary funds and letters of credit
and guarantees
• Lending to clients with the use of export contracts
• Financing of investment projects and capital construction
• Organisation of financial leasing through the Alfa Leasing company.
During its first six months, the Division handled 173 import letters of credit and 162 export letters
of credit, both in the rouble and in hard currencies. At year end the portfolio of credits and obligations totalled US $180 million and the Division's interest and commission revenue amounted to
US $1.2 million. In 2001, the Division plans to broaden the range of products and services it offers
and has as its goal the creation of a portfolio of more than US $200 million.

Debt Settlement
A Debt Programme Division was created within Alfa Bank in January 2000. The Division is responsible for working not only with the debts of companies in Russia and CIS countries but also with
the debts of Russia and CIS countries themselves. All deals handled by the Division have a unique
character, each one requiring analytical research and careful legal scrutiny. Most deals require the
use of Alfa Group's investment resources. Revenues of the Debt Programme Division in 2000
totalled US $19.3 million.

Precious Metals Trading
At the end of April 2000 a Precious Metals Division (UDM) was created within Alfa Bank to
develop business in this highly profitable sector. (Russia produced 130 tonnes of gold in 2000
and commercial banks acquired an estimated 100 tonnes of the precious metal.) Alfa Bank's new
division acquired two tonnes of gold and 28 tonnes of silver directly from producers and succeeded in establishing itself as a leader in the market despite the fact that it only began active
operations in the middle of the year when all supplier agreements had already been concluded.
Turnover in precious metals amounted to 119 tonnes of silver and 33.7 tonnes of gold. The average annual yield on such operations was 150%-200%.
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Banking Cards
The Bank's Plastic Cards Division established an Electronic Business Centre in 2000 to pursue
opportunities in e-commerce and related Internet technology.
Alfa Bank's activity on the card market in 2000 saw significant growth and, having issued more
than 100,000 cards, the Bank now occupies second place in the Russian plastic card market. The
average number of cards issued by the Bank each quarter rose by 15%, while more significantly
the average quarterly rate of growth of balances on card accounts amounted to 120%.
During the year, the Bank introduced a number of payment projects involving plastic cards, in particular with the largest Russian raw materials companies. The Visa-Alfamobile programme also
expanded significantly, with new companies in the auto services market joining the project. All
owners of Visa-Alfamobile cards now receive free microprocessor cards that allow them to buy
petrol from Tyumen Oil Company (TNK) outlets at a three per cent discount. Alfa Bank received
a national “Brand of the Year 2000” award for its marketing of the Visa-Alfamobile programme.
In November 2000, Alfa Bank became the first European bank to issue special
Eurocard/MasterCard Virtual cards for payments via the Internet. These cards represent a safer
way to pay for purchases in virtual stores.
New customers can now apply for and obtain international plastic cards through the Bank's corporate website www.alfabank.com.
In 2001, there are plans to provide a new range of plastic products, including Visa TravelMoney,
Diners Club, American Express, Eurocard/MasterCard Platinum cards, and credit cards. A significant expansion of the TNK Visa-Alfamobile programme is also planned.
There are also plans to launch an automated Service Centre for plastic card owners. This will allow
clients automatically to receive information about balances on card accounts as well as details
of Alfa Bank's card tariffs and services. The Bank will also provide technical support to
trade-servicing enterprises via the Service Centre.
Work is proceeding on the introduction of an Internet Bank system for transacting financial
operations with plastic cards via the Internet and for business-to-business (B2B) solutions for
corporate clients.
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Investment Banking
Alfa Bank is one of Russia's leading investment banks and offers a complete range of international banking and brokerage services from mergers and acquisitions and company restructuring
to equity and fixed income and foreign exchange trading. The Investment Banking Division
employs a number of high calibre, Western trained executives.

Corporate Finance
Alfa Bank strengthened its position in corporate finance in 2000 and is now ranked as a leader
among Russian and international investment banks operating in Russia in terms of volume of
deals.
The main area of activity of the Corporate Finance Division in 2000 was the provision of financial
advice on mergers and acquisitions to Russian and foreign clients. The overall volume of deals
concluded in 2000 involving the Division totalled US $260 million — a 30% increase on 1999. Over
the same period, the Division's revenues grew nearly fourfold.
The Division benefited from both Alfa Bank's international standing and the reach and depth of
its commercial banking operations inside Russia and the CIS. It put together some ground-breaking
deals for Russia in which the Bank acted as a financial advisor for business acquisition while simultaneously financing the deal.
During the year, the Division acted as financial advisor to the Tyumen Oil Company and to companies involved in other deals in the telecommunications, oil and food sectors, such as Golden
Telecom and Wimm-Bill-Dann.
In 2001, the Division plans to focus on large-scale merger and acquisition deals for both Russian
and foreign investors. Given favourable conditions on international capital markets, advisory participation is also planned in private placements and IPO's for promising Russian companies.
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Equities
Alfa Bank is one of the leading Russian brokers, actively participating in all trading systems and
leading exchanges that trade Russian securities — principally the Russian Trading System (RTS), the
Moscow Interbank Currency Exchange (MICEX) and the ADR market. The Bank has put in place an
international team of top-class specialists in the equity business and has developed a strong, internationally recognized group of analysts. With its branch network in Russia and abroad, the Bank is
well positioned to service equity clients in all the world's major financial centres.
Investors consider Russia to be one of the most dynamic and, despite all its problems, most attractive
emerging markets. The year 2000 was marked by a series of sharp price jumps on the market interspersed with periods of decline, mainly as a result of external factors such as the fall in NASDAQ.
Despite the near 20% reduction for the year, the Russian market retained its promise and
attractiveness.
Alfa Bank is represented on the equity market by the Equity Division which specialises in five areas:
equity trading, international equity sales, sales to Russian clients, analytical research and Internet
brokerage.
In the equity field — unlike other spheres of the Bank's activity — foreigners are the Bank's main
clients as well as its main competitors. The Division works with Russian clients and individuals, corporate clients and regional brokers through the Russian Client Sales Department and a new system of securities trading via the Internet www.alfadirect.ru, which facilitates work with the
Bank's clients in the regions. The Bank produces regular analytical publications on industry sectors
and specific companies. Our knowledge and understanding of the Russian market, based on
strong domestic presence, gives our clients a unique edge.
Alfa Bank has made significant international investments in its Equity Division. In September 2000,
the Bank opened Alfa Securities, a subsidiary company in London licensed by the UK Securities and
Futures Authority (SFA). Alfa Securities has become an international centre for trading in Russian
equities and acts as a facilitator of mergers and acquisitions business in Russia. It combines inAlfa Bank’s growing market

depth market analysis with Western professionalism.

share on the RTS

Following the successful opening in London, a new brokerage operation was established in New
York in early 2001 to serve clients in North and South
America. The New York subsidiary, Alfa Capital Markets
Inc., is regulated by the National Association of Securities
Dealers (NASD).
In 2001, the Russian equity market will probably be characterised by high volatility, but will also maintain its
attractiveness for investors. Alfa Bank will continue to
advance actively into domestic and international investments in its Equity Division to offer its clients a wide
range of services.
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Fixed Income
Alfa Bank managed not only to maintain but also to strengthen its leading position in this market
in 2000. Profits were almost double forecast and the yield on the Bank's portfolio surpassed that
of corresponding indices in all other markets. Around 100 new clients began actively trading with
Alfa Bank on a range of fixed income products.
Alfa Bank's overall turnover on the currency-denominated market for Russian government bonds
grew by 37% compared to the previous year and totalled US $4.1 billion (at nominal value).
Turnover involving client operations amounted to about US $200 million. According to calculations by the Analytical Department, the composite index of the Russian debt market (excluding
MinFin-4, the restructuring of which has yet to be decided) amounted to 17.61%. The annual yield
on Alfa Bank's operations totalled 33.2% in US $. The yield on proprietary operations in 2000 thus
exceeded the market index for the year by 88.5%.
The Bank's turnover on the rouble-denominated market for Russian government bonds in 2000
totalled US $270 million, with volume involving client operations amounting to about
US $190 million. The annual yield on proprietary operations totalled 159.5% in US $ terms.
The composite GKO-OFZ index, as calculated by the Analytical Department, amounted
to 66.96% in hard currency in annual terms (adjusted for rouble devaluation). The yield on proprietary operations thus exceeded the market index by 2.4 times. Around 40 new clients were
attracted during the accounting period.
Alfa Bank's turnover on the market for promissory notes of Russian issuers in 2000 totalled US
$126 million. The annual yield on proprietary operations amounted to 34.87% in rouble terms. The
composite index of Russian blue-chip promissory notes, as calculated by the Analytical
Department, totalled 22.71% in annual terms. Thus the yield on proprietary operations exceeded
the market index by 53%. The yield on proprietary operations in US $ terms adjusted for rouble
devaluation amounted to 32.76% during the accounting period, compared to 21.36% for the
market index.
In the fourth quarter of the accounting period, REPO and derivative operations were introduced
in order to expand the range of client services. There was no proprietary position based on these
types of operations. The REPO “book” was fully covered on the market, and the sale of options to
clients was covered on the market within the bounds of the current trading day.
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INVESTMENT BANKING

Money Markets and Foreign Exchange
Alfa Bank bolstered its leading positions in all sectors of Russia's financial markets during 2000
and maintained high operational profitability. Growth in turnover continued on the domestic currency market due to a constant increase in the volume of client operations as well as an increase
in the Bank's proprietary operations on the interbank market and MICEX. The Bank is continually
expanding its market share of currency-exchange and depository operations. The share of
Russia's rouble/dollar market covered by the Bank averaged between 12% and 15%.
Daily turnover in rouble/dollar deals grew by more than one-and-a-half times (from
US $90 million in January to US $150 million in December). Client turnover in purchases/sales of
US dollars during the Unified Trading Session on MICEX also rose by nearly 50% (from
US $7 million in January to US $10 million in December).
The volume of correspondent bank operations grew continuously in 2000. New banks were
attracted by the offer of favourable conversion conditions, the narrowing of spreads, the extension of the operational day to 15:00 hours and improved accounting conditions. This became possible as a result of Alfa Bank strengthening its position as a market maker on the domestic currency market. By the end of 2000, more than 400 agreements were in place with correspondent
banks for domestic currency dealing. Daily turnover in rouble/dollar deals with correspondent
banks grew from US $8 million in January to US $16 million in December.
The Bank's positions on the CIS currency market strengthened and new clients appeared using
accounts denominated in limited-convertible currencies (OKVs) for the payment of contracts
through Alfa Bank. The volume of operations involving limited-convertible currencies increased.
The Bank consolidated its position as one of the leaders on the OKV market (controlling 20%).
Alfa Bank's active work in this market segment was noted by the Russian Central Bank, which
included Alfa Bank as one of the five main operators on the OKV market for the purposes of
determining the Central Bank's official rate for CIS currencies.
In 2000, the Bank also captured a share of the international FOREX market and by the end of the
year Alfa Bank ranked among Russia's top three FOREX operators. A new line of business for the
Bank — margin trading — actively developed. Daily turnover reached US $50 million, with the
number of clients approaching 100.
Thanks to its pro-active policy, its flexible approach to client needs and its wide range of services,
the Bank managed to expand its client base in terms of both legal entities and correspondent
banks. The volume of operations rose accordingly, and the Bank's position on the inter-bank credit market strengthened. The average daily volume of attracted funds almost doubled
to 950 million roubles — the result of greater trust on the part of counter-parties as well as an
increase in their numbers.
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Information Technology
52

For the Bank to maintain and increase its competitiveness it is essential that it has modern, integrated and reliable information systems. Furthermore, these systems will need to be extended and
evolved in the future to meet continuing changes in the marketplace and in technology.
Alfa Bank's new strategy for the development of Information Technology is based on the introduction of the three-year OMEGA programme implementing an integrated suite of banking software systems from Mysis International Banking Systems Ltd. (formerly Midas-Kapiti
International). The concept is centred on the Equation Banking System as the core element and
makes heavy use of the customer database and relationship management capabilities of the software. Furthermore, the systems enable multi-channel access where the customer's data is exactly
the same whether access is at a branch, an ATM, the Internet or the Call Centre. The system concept includes clustered advanced IBM iSeries computers and software features in Equation which
gives 100% system availability seven days a week, 24 hours a day. The strategy allows the Bank to
centralise its communication and data processing and maximise information flow for its commercial and investment banking.
A large part of the strategy was implemented in 2000, thus creating a comprehensive client database as well as increasing security for the introduction of Alfa Direct - an electronic trading system via the Internet. The Back Office for Money Markets and Currency Trading was upgraded to
the new system (OPICS) and the Front Office system (Focus) was installed for Fixed Income and
Securities. The groundwork was laid for implementing the core of Equation together with a centralised Payment and Settlements system.
The Bank's IT infrastructure was upgraded to handle increased volume and security requirements
on our local and wide area networks. The new data centres were established in two of the Bank's
buildings in order to provide increased resiliency. The IT Service Management Project implemented our new Help Desk and laid the foundations for automating all service and operations processes in the next two years. Together, these improvements will make our systems robust enough for
the e-business world and efficient enough to delivery better service at a lower cost.
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Human Resources
In 2000, the Bank's branch network doubled in size and the number of employees increased by

“Corporate

50% to more than 5,500. The Bank underwent some significant structural changes, among them:

ethics are

• Formation of an Investment Group

the fundamentals
on which

• Restructuring of the Commercial Group
• Division of the Moscow sub-branches into Business Centres and Retail Divisions
• Establishment of a Main Bank Accounting Office
• Creation of an Electronic Business Centre

a successful

• Formation of an Information Technology Group
• Establishment of a Fund for the Social Protection of Alfa Bank Employees.

business is built”

Alfa Bank emphasised its commitment to professionalism and integrity by issuing all staff with a
Code of Ethics booklet. Chairman Mikhail Fridman wrote in the introduction, “Corporate ethics are
the fundamentals on which a successful business is built.”
Demand grew for professional specialists and successful managers, particularly in the regions
where there is an insufficient supply of good banking recruits. This called for innovative use of
personnel technology for recruiting, retaining, motivating and developing staff.
The Bank continues actively to attract students from leading institutes and universities and to
recruit talented young specialists. In 2000, 204 such recruits joined the Bank from Russian economic academies such as Plekhanov, MGU, GAU, the Moscow Institute of Economics,
Management and Law, and the Russian Financial Academy. Some graduates were also hired after
successfully completing internships.
Alfa Bank's HR policy in 2000 was geared directly to training employees to provide the highest
standards in banking in a competitive customer-focused environment. Learning was fostered
through competition between branches and employees were encouraged to see how their work
contributed to the success of the Bank as a whole. A new system of personnel evaluation is
planned for 2001.
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Sponsorship and Charitable Activities
A civilised business cannot successfully develop in a place where common human values and ideals
of goodwill and honesty are consigned to oblivion. Alfa Bank feels bound to contribute as much
as possible to help resolve the country's complex socio-economic problems and improve the lives
of people in the most disadvantaged segments of society.
In 2000, the Bank's partnership continued with the Parish Assembly of the Church of St. George
Neokesarisk. Aid was given to the Sofin Church as well as the Church and Culture fund. The Bank
continued to support Moscow Children's Home No. 6, and aid was given to the Lyubertsy social
organisation.
Alfa Bank provided assistance to the families of the crew of the Kursk submarine, which sank in
the Barents Sea with the loss of all on board, and helped the Moscow Government in the construction of housing for military personnel serving in Budyonnovsk. Various organisations
received material aid in connection with the 55th anniversary of V-Day. The Bank also participated in regional philanthropy programmes and set up the Alfa Chance programme to sponsor
talented young people from the regions to attend university in Moscow.
During the year, aid was given to children's theatres, law enforcement agencies, and environmental organisations.
For more than 10 years the Bank has contributed generously to the promotion of Russia's cultural
heritage through participation in major projects aimed at preserving the nation's artistic and historical treasures and monuments.
The Bank has developed a tradition of opening new regional branches with a gala concert. In
2000, gala concerts of the Imperial Russian Ballet of Gediminas Taranda took place with the
Bank's support in Tyumen and Nizhnyvartovsk, stars of the Bolshoi Theatre performed in Ufa,
Rostov-on-Don and Krasnodar, the State Academic Folk Dance Ensemble directed by Igor
Moiysev performed in Lipetsk and Saratov, and Oleg Lundstum's Jazz Orchestra performed in
Vladivostok. The proceeds were donated to various projects and charities in the cities in which the
performances took place.
The Bank's branches actively sponsor and promote the arts. With the support of the Nizhgorodsky
branch, the Fourth A.D. Sakharov International Arts Festival was held in Niznhy Novgorod, and a
festival marking the 150th anniversary of the Tomsk Regional Drama Theatre was held in Tomsk.
In June, a partnership agreement was signed between the Russian Ministry of Culture and Alfa
Bank. This involves the Bank in financing “Golden Mask” performances in Russia's regions,
sponsoring exhibitions in the provinces of works from the collections of the big-city museums,
and helping stage guest performances by foreign stars in Russia as well as by Russian stars
abroad.
In St. Petersburg, a festival took place centred round “Golden Mask” performances and timed to
coincide with the third anniversary of Alfa Bank's work in the northern capital. Another festival
entitled “Masks” was held in Irkutsk, timed to coincide with the 150th anniversary of the Irkutsk
Academic Drama Theatre.
With the Bank's support, concerts of the Moscow Virtuosi Chamber conducted by Vladimir
Spivakov took place in London and Frankfurt, and Dmitry Khvorostovsky gave a concert in
London's Queen Elizabeth Hall.
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S P O N S O R S H I P A N D C H A R I TA B L E A C T I V I T I E S

Alfa Bank sponsored Svyatoslav Richter's December Evenings Youth Festival. As part of the festival, an exhibition was unveiled entitled “Visible Music” comprising performances by distinguished Italian, French, Dutch and German musicians. Natalya Gutman, Yuri Bashmet and other
famous performers appeared at the festival concerts.
In New York, an exhibition was opened with the Bank's support entitled “Treasures of the Torah”,
which presented a collection of Jewish ceremonial silver from the collection in the Ukrainian
Historical Museum. This marked the Bank's first major cultural project in the United States.
Alfa Bank also sponsored an exhibition entitled “Propaganda and Dreams: Photography of the
1930s in the USSR and the USA”. The exhibition was held in Washington and New York in 1999
and early 2000, in Moscow in the summer and in St. Petersburg in September.
The Bank continues to support writers working on new projects. Writers who win regular
competitions held by the Moscow Literary Fund receive monthly stipends from Alfa Bank
throughout the year.
Alfa Bank feels that it has both the ability and the responsibility to help protect Russia's heritage,
and is contributing in a large number of ways to the development of the nation's cultural
and artistic life.
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Consolidated Financial Statements
Auditors’ Report on Condensed
Consolidated Financial Statements

ZAO PricewaterhouseCoopers Audit
Kosmodamianskaya Nab. 52, Bld. 5
113054 Moscow
Russia
Telephone +7 (095) 967 6000
Facsimile +7 (095) 967 6001

To the Shareholders and Board of Directors of Alfa Bank Holdings Limited:

1

We have audited, in accordance with International Standards on Auditing, the consolidated balance
sheet of Alfa Bank Holdings Limited (the “Group” as defined in Note 1 to the consolidated financial
statements) as at 31 December 2000 and the related consolidated statements of income, of cash
flows and of changes in shareholders' equity for the year then ended (not presented herein); and in
our report dated 16 April 2001, we expressed a qualified opinion on those consolidated financial
statements. Those consolidated financial statements (not included herein) were prepared in
accordance with International Accounting Standards.

2

During 1998 the Group entered into forward foreign exchange contracts whereby it agreed to buy
or sell Russian Roubles in exchange for other currencies at fixed rates of exchange at some future
date. As a result of economic conditions in the Russian Federation, the value of the Russian Rouble
against other currencies has declined significantly. The total contractual obligation relating to
the Group's unsettled domestic forward foreign exchange transactions amounted to
US $33,117 thousand and US $34,540 thousand at 31 December 2000 and 31 December 1999,
respectively, if measured at the contractual exchange rates as required by International Accounting
Standards. With respect to these contracts, Management of the Group has only recorded
a provision of US $2,000 thousand at both 31 December 2000 and 31 December 1999 based
on their best estimate of the expected ultimate loss. However, if the Group were to have recorded
its contractual liabilities under the forward foreign exchange contracts, the following adjustments
to the consolidated financial statements would result to each of the periods taken independently:
For 1999, total liabilities will increase by US $32,540 thousand, shareholders' equity decrease by
US $32,540 thousand, and net profit for the year would increase by US $10,621 thousand; and
For 2000, total liabilities will increase by US $31,117 thousand, shareholders' equity decrease by
US $31,117 thousand, and net profit for the year would increase by US $1,423 thousand.

3

In our opinion, except for the effect on the consolidated financial statements of the matter referred
to in paragraph 2 above, the information set forth in the accompanying condensed consolidated
financial statements set out on pages 56 to 58, when read in conjunction with the consolidated
financial statements from which it has been derived, is fairly stated in all material respects.

4

For a better understanding of the Group's financial position and the results of its operations for
the period and of the scope of our audit, the accompanying condensed consolidated financial
statements should be read in conjunction with the consolidated financial statements from which
the accompanying condensed consolidated financial statements were derived together with our
audit report thereon.

5

Without further qualifying our opinion on the consolidated financial statements referred to in
paragraph 1 above, our report drew attention to the fact that a large portion of the Group's assets
are from related parties and, in addition, the Group also holds significant assets in trust and/or in
an agency capacity for related parties. Related parties may enter into transactions which
unrelated parties would not and transactions between related parties may not be effected on the
same terms, conditions and amounts as transactions between unrelated parties.
Moscow, Russian Federation
16 April 2001
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C O N S O L I D AT E D F I N A N C I A L S TAT E M E N T S

Consolidated Balance Sheet
Consolidated Balance Sheet
as at 31 December 2000

Assets

(expressed in thousands of US $)

Cash and cash equivalents

2000

1999

258 916

110 531

89 190

45 423

Mandatory cash balances with the Central Bank
of the Russian Federation
Precious metals
Securities
Due from banks
Loans and advances to customers
Investments

1 006

–

120 787

66 415

19 060

24 118

882 624

365 972

88 202

488 927

332 897

192 732

89 050

42 654

1 881 732

1 336 772

160 913

80 603

Customer accounts

848 276

553 042

Bills of exchange

353 612

177 262

70 977

138 451

305 328

108 498

14 367

44 955

1 753 473

1 102 811

3 268

476

56 400

1

Other assets and receivables
Premises and equipment

Total assets

Liabilities
Due to banks

Other borrowed funds
Other liabilities and payables
Deferred tax liability

Total liabilities

Minority interest

Shareholders' equity
Share capital
Share premium

–

9 495

Revaluation reserve for investments

–

245 812

8 153

3 348

60 438

(25 171)

124 991

233 485

1 881 732

1 336 772

Revaluation reserve for premises and equipment
Retained earnings and other reserves

Total shareholders' equity

Total liabilities and shareholders' equity
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Consolidated Statement of Income
Consolidated Statement of Income
for the Year Ended 31

Interest income on loans

December 2000

Interest income on securities

(expressed in thousands of US $)

Interest expense

Net interest income/(negative interest margin)
(Provision)/recovery for losses on loans and advances

2000

1999

87 808

23 874

11 976

8 343

(72 401)

(59 695)

27 383

(27 478)

(24 536)

3 287

2 847

(24 191)

Net interest income/(negative interest margin)
after provision for losses on loans
Gains less losses arising from dealing in precious metals

7 540

–

Gains less losses arising from securities

46 987

17 719

Gains less losses arising from investment transactions

18 670

5 099

6 519

12 237

Foreign exchange translation gains less losses

14 379

(1 468)

Fee and commission income, net

49 735

14 690

(12 093)

585

Gains less losses arising from dealing in foreign currency

(Provision)/recovery for diminution in value
of investments
Recovery/(provision) against receivables
Other operating income

Net revenues
Operating expenses

(11 127)
9 931

164 378

23 475

(160 440)

(103 814)

Gains arising from early retirement of debt

13 945

71 690

Monetary gain

61 652

68 167

Profit before taxation

79 535

59 518

Taxation

(1 665)

(9 701)

Profit after taxation

77 870

49 817

(635)

159

77 235

49 976

Minority interest

Net profit
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Consolidated Statement of Cash Flows
Consolidated Statement

2000

1999

24 185

of Cash Flows for the

Cash flows from operating activities

Year Ended 31 December 2000

Interest received on loans

81 274

(expressed in thousands of US $)

Income received from securities

10 705

7 613

(79 195)

(50 647)

Interest paid
Income received from dealing in securities, net
Income received from dealing in foreign currency
Commissions received
Commissions paid
Other income received
Operating expenses paid
Income tax paid

55 536

21 872

6 105

12 099

62 554

36 107

(16 880)

(26 668)

26 536

4 094

(141 319)

(67 993)

(1 112)

(2 142)

4 204

(41 480)

(43 767)

(32 916)

Operating gains/(losses) before changes
in operating assets and liabilities
Net cash (increase)/decrease from operating assets
and liabilities
Net increase in CBRF reserves
Net increase in precious metals
Net increase in securities
Net decrease/(increase) in due from banks
Net increase in loans and advances to customers

(1 006)

-

(43 296)

(42 489)

6 835

(18 168)

(542 900)

(197 536)

(23 715)

(16 774)

Net increase in other assets and receivables
Net increase in due to banks

79 283

30 237

Net increase in customer accounts

292 640

261 518

Net increase in bills of exchange

176 283

134 556

Net increase in other liabilities and payables

59 878

2 728

(35 561)

79 676

(44 118)

(14 734)

Net cash (used in)/from operating activities
Cash flows from investing activities
Purchase of premises and equipment, net
Acquisition of subsidiaries

4 521

–

261 417

(6 477)

1 320

775

223 140

(20 436)

Repayment of borrowings

(52 003)

(74 366)

Proceeds from borrowings

–

37 037

(52 003)

(37 329)

12 809

29 414

Cash and cash equivalents at beginning of the year

148 385
110 531

59 206

Cash and cash equivalents at the end of the year

258 916

110 531

Proceeds from sales of investments, net
Dividend income received
Net cash from/(used in) investing activities
Cash flows from financing activities

Net cash used in financing activities
Effect of exchange rate changes on cash and cash
equivalents
Net increase in cash and cash equivalents
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Corporate Directory
Corporate Head Office (Moscow)
9 Mashy Poryvaevoy Street
Moscow 107078
Russian Federation
Tel: +7 095 974 2515, 207 6001
Fax: +7 095 207 6136
Telex: 412089 ALFARU
Correspondent Banking
Tel: +7 095 204 9644, 929 9188
Corporate Clients
Tel: +7 095 204 9188, 204 9988
Alfa Bank Ukraine
4/6 Desyatinnaya
Kiev 01025
Ukraine
Tel: +38 044 490 4600
Fax: +38 044 490 4601
Alfa Bank Kazakhstan
57a Masanchi Street
Almati 480012
Kazakhstan
Tel: +7 3272 920012
Fax: +7 3272 507803
Alfa Securities Limited
City Tower, Level 12
40 Basinghall Street
London EC2V 5DE
United Kingdom
Tel: +44 (0) 20 7588 8400
Fax: +44 (0) 20 7382 4170
Alfa Capital Markets Inc.
540 Madison Avenue, 30 floor
New York NY 10022
United States
Amsterdam Trade Bank N.V.
475 Herengracht
Amsterdam 1017 BS
The Netherlands
Tel: +31 20 639 0366
Fax: +31 20 639 1546
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